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Abstract

Attempts have been made in Sweden to increase readability for texts ad-
dressed to the public, and ongoing projects are still being conducted by
disability associations, private companies and Swedish authorities. In this the-
sis project, we explore automatic approaches to increase readability trough
text simplification and keyphrase extraction, with the goal of facilitating
text comprehension and readability for people with reading difficulties. A
combination of handwritten rules and monolingual machine translation was
used to simplify the syntactic and lexical content of Swedish texts, and noun
phrases were extracted to provide the reader with a short summary of the
textual content. A user evaluation was conducted to compare the original
and the simplified version of the same text. Several texts and their simplified
versions were also evaluated using established readability metrics. Although a
manual evaluation of the result showed that the implemented rules generally
worked as intended on the sentences that were targeted, the results from
the user evaluation and readability metrics did not show improvements. We
believe that further additions to the rule set, targeting a wider range of
linguistic structures, have the potential to improve the results.
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1. Introduction

The increased availability of texts on the web in recent years has provided the
opportunity to spread knowledge and information to a broader audience (Saggion,
2017). However, texts containing uncommon words, or long and complicated
sentences, can be challenging to read and understand for many people, especially
those with poor literacy, cognitive or linguistic impairment, or those with limited
knowledge of the language of the text. The task of text simplification can be
summarised as to present a text in a simplified manner, while keeping the same
meaning and content.

The aim of providing textual information in a simplified form can be viewed as
a democratically important task, where all citizens in a society should have equal
access to information. Språklagen (SFS 2009:600) is a Swedish law which states
that the languages used in the public sector should be proper, simple and under-
standable. Still, disability associations report that many of their members have
for various reasons difficulties to comprehend texts and information, including
information that is addressed to the public (Dyslexiförbundet, 2015).

There is evidence from studies using manually simplified texts that reading com-
prehension can be improved for readers with poor literacy (Siddharthan, 2014).
However, manual simplification of written documents is expensive, especially
when considering the constantly new production of texts (Saggion, 2017). In this
thesis project, we aim to provide an automatic method for text simplification
of Swedish text, mainly from the public sector, with the intention of facilitating
for readers that for different reasons find it challenging to fully comprehend the
content of a text.

1.1. Purpose

The purpose of this thesis is to implement and evaluate methods for text simplifi-
cation and keyphrase extraction for Swedish texts. The motivation is to increase
readability and to facilitate text comprehension for people with reading difficulties
and cognitive variations, with a focus on texts that are addressed to the public.
The keyphrase extraction is intended to provide the reader with pre-knowledge
and a general overview of the content of a text. The task of simplifying text
will partly be implemented with rules to modify the syntax of the text, and
partly treated as a lexical translation task, where the objective is to translate from
standard Swedish to simplified Swedish. The output will be evaluated through
quantitative measures of readability, and a user evaluation will be conducted with
the help of readers from the target group. More specifically, in order to evaluate
our implemented method of text simplification, we will answer the following
research questions:
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1. How will our implementation of text simplification be received by readers
in the target group, when comparing a simplified text to the original version?

2. Will the extracted keyphrases be perceived as helpful by target readers?

3. How will our method of simplification alter a text’s readability in terms of
readability metrics?

1.2. Outline

The content of this thesis has the following structure:

• In Chapter 2, we define the task of text simplification and give an overview
of definitions and projects regarding simplified Swedish. We also present
related work and previous research in the fields of keyword extraction and
text simplification. In addition, we describe different evaluation methods
for text simplification.

• In Chapter 3, we introduce the data sets and present the tools that we use
in our implementation.

• In Chapter 4, we give a description of the methods used to implement
our text simplification and keyword extraction. We also specify how our
evaluations are conducted.

• In Chapter 5, we present and discuss the results from our evaluations. We
compare readability scores from the original texts and the simplified versions
of the texts, and present the result from the user evaluation.

• In Chapter 6, we conclude our work and make suggestions for future work.
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2. Background

In this chapter, we give a theoretical overview of the task of text simplification and
the definition of simplified Swedish. We also explore previous work in the fields of
keyword extraction and text simplification by machine translation. Furthermore,
we look into different ways of evaluating the task of text simplification, where an
overview of several readability metrics is presented, as well as previous work that
have included user evaluations.

2.1. Text Simplification

Automatic text simplification is the process of converting a text into another text
that is easier to read and understand, while ideally keeping the same underlying
meaning and content. Shardlow (2014) describes that there are several approaches
to the task of text simplification. On the lexical level, complex words can be
replaced by simpler synonyms (e.g. facile→ easy). On the syntax level, modifica-
tion can be made to remove complex grammatical structures (e.g. changing from
passive to active voice: The cake was eaten by me→ I ate the cake). Other methods
perform phrase based machine translation, where the attempt is to automatically
learn valid methods of simplification.

It is, however, important to point out that the definition of simplified text can
differ, depending on the task intended. A broader definition can include operations
such as text summarisation (Siddharthan, 2014), where redundant information
is reduced, while others specify that text simplification should typically aim to
keep all the content, but in a simplified form (Shardlow, 2014). In this thesis,
our method of simplification could be viewed as a hybrid between these two
definitions, since the task of text simplification will be treated conservatively,
with the intention of keeping the original content, while the task of keyword
extraction (further described in Section 2.4) aims to produce a short summary or
introduction to the provided text.

2.2. Simplified Swedish

In Sweden, authorities and public agencies are responsible for the language used
in their activities (Språkrådet, 2014). All information produced by Swedish
governments and authorities should be available to all citizens, including those
with varieties in linguistic and functional abilities. Språklagen (SFS 2009:600) is a
law which states that the languages used in the public sector should be proper,
simple and understandable. To facilitate this work, Språkrådet (the Language
council of Sweden)1 regularly gives out new issues of the book Myndigheternas

1https://www.sprakochfolkminnen.se/om-oss/kontakt/sprakradet.html
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Skrivregler, that contains details and rules about how government employees
should produce readable text. This includes the use of vocabulary (e.g. simple
and common words, instead of old fashioned expressions) and grammatical and
syntactic structures (e.g. active instead of passive form of verbs, a word order that
facilitates reading comprehension). The book does not only cover methods to
facilitate linguistic features, but also principles for how layout, fonts and size of
the text should be modified to facilitate for readers. This version of simplified
Swedish is called Klarspråk (Plain language).

Myndigheten för tillgängliga Medier (Swedish Agency for Accessible Media) is a
part of the Ministry of Culture and has the mission to be a national knowledge
centre for available media (Myndigheten för tillgängliga medier, 2019). In their
work, they strive to ensure that everyone has access to literature and social
information, regardless of reading ability or disability. The simplified Swedish is
here referred to as Lättläst (easy-to-read Swedish). Lundberg and Reichenberg
(2008) define some key aspects of what constitutes a text in the category LättLäst.
For example, the text should alternate between short and long sentences, the
vocabulary should not contain foreign or abstract words, and long nouns and
passive forms should be avoided. Lundberg and Reichenberg (2008) also point out
that simplified Swedish used in both Klarspråk and Lättläst are based on the same
principles, even if Lättläst goes a little further in terms of simplification. However,
both ways of simplifying texts are based on the readers’ needs, where the writers
are advised to facilitate for the intended readers by, for example, highlighting
the message clearly, using a clear structure and clear logical relationships, and
choosing words that are easier to understand.

2.2.1. The project ‘Begriplig text’

In order to further deepen and develop the knowledge of simplified Swedish, the
project Begriplig text started in September 2016 (Dyslexiförbundet, 2019). The
project is managed by Dyslexiförbundet (the Swedish Dyslexia Association)2 and is
carried out in collaboration with several disability associations, private companies
and Swedish authorities. Many members of the disability associations have for
various reasons difficulties to comprehend texts and information, including texts
following the principles of Lättläst and Klartext (Dyslexiförbundet, 2015). Two of
the most important goals for the project are to gather knowledge from the people
in the target group regarding what constitutes a readable text, and to contribute
to clarifications of the terms of simplified Swedish.

In a collaboration with this project, Olander (2019) interviewed 5 people with
reading disabilities, with the purpose of identifying important factors that cause a
text to be more difficult to read. Several participants expressed that rare, vague
or bureaucratic words often lead to a disfluency in their reading and a decrease
in their text comprehension. Some suggested that a short explanation of such
words would be beneficial. All participants mentioned that it would be of much
help if a summary of the text was provided. The participants also mentioned
that the use of unnecessary words was a problem, for example writing ‘for that
reason’ instead of ‘therefore’, or using unnecessary negation like ‘not become (...)

2https://www.dyslexi.org/
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until’ instead of ‘become (...) when’. Even though several participants expressed
that shorter sentences usually are easier to read, all participants preferred slightly
longer sentences with discourse markers over short and conclusive sentences.

2.3. Simplification by Machine Translation

Automated machine translation is an established technique in natural language
processing. It involves automatic techniques to convert the lexicon and syntax
of a source language to that of a target language, resulting in translated text.
Text simplification could be treated as a monolingual text-to-text translation task,
where a source text of, for example, complex Swedish is to be translated to a
target text of simple Swedish (Shardlow, 2014). The following sections briefly
describe different approaches to address the task of machine translation.

2.3.1. Rule-based Models

Rule-based models perform translations by using handcrafted rules for morphology,
syntax and lexical selection (Sreelekha et al., 2018). A specific kind of rule-based
model, the transfer model, involves three stages: analysis, transfer, and generation.
The analysis phase involves linguistic analysis performed on the source text that
can include morphology, syntax, named entity, and word sense disambiguation.
Once the source text is analysed, the transfer phase can be performed by using
rules for syntactic and lexical transfer (Jurafsky and Martin, 2014). During the
transfer phase, the lexical and grammatical structures of the source language are
translated to the equivalent structures in the target language. Lexical transfer
can make use of a bilingual dictionary, while the syntactic transfer needs to map
the correct syntactic structure from the source language to the target language.
Depending on the source and target language, more complex transfer systems
may be used to handle differences in semantics and richer grammar. Finally, in the
generation step, the translation is generated based on the transfer output. Rule-
based models have been used as an approach to simplify Swedish (Lindeberg,
2018; Rennes and Jönsson, 2015; Rybing et al., 2010).

In a bachelor thesis project, Lindeberg (2018) developed and tested transfor-
mation rules in the Convertus Syllabus Translator3 to increase readability through
monolingual machine translation. The following rules were implemented:

• Subject duplication:
Source: Han dansar och hoppar. (‘He dances and jumps.’)
Target: Han dansar och han hoppar. (‘He dances and he jumps.’)

• Adverbial reordering:
Source: När du hämtar medicin ska du ange personnummer. (‘When you pick
up medicine, you should state your social security number’)
Target: Du ska ange personnummer när du hämtar medicin. (‘You should
state your social security number when you pick up medicine’).

3https://www.convertus.se/en/technology
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• Subjunction insertion (and Adverbial reordering):
Source: Har du en livshotande sjukdom måste du söka läkarvård. (‘*Have you
a life-threatening disease, you must seek medical treatment.’)
Target: Du måste söka läkare om du har en livshotande sjukdom. (‘You must
seek medical treatment if you have a life-threatening disease.’)

• Explicit infinite verb (introduce infinitive marker ‘att’ for infinite verbs):
Source: Alla kommer få tillträde. (‘Everyone will get access.’)
Target: Alla kommer att få tillträde. (‘Everyone is to get access.’)

An automatic and a manual evaluation showed that the developed rules could
produce successful transformation on text. A majority of target sentence structures
produced sentences with higher readability, although not significantly altering the
automatic evaluation scores. Lindeberg (2018) concludes that due to the fact that
all developed rules did not apply during evaluation, further development of new
rules, improvement to the implemented rule set, and the use of different data sets
have the potential of improving the results further.

Rennes and Jönsson (2015) introduced a tool for text simplification for Swedish.
The tool is mainly intended to be used for experiments on rule based text simpli-
fication techniques, and uses a combination of syntactic and lexical approaches.
Rennes and Jönsson describe that the architecture of the tool is inspired by and
partly built on a previous text simplification tool for Swedish, CogFLUX (Rybing
et al., 2010), but has been modified with new functionality. The tool supports a va-
riety of simplification operations, including passive-to-active, quotation inversion,
rearranging to straight word order, sentence split and synonym replacement.

2.3.2. Statistical Models

Statistical machine translation systems use statistical models to get the most prob-
able translation (Jurafsky and Martin, 2014). The basics of a statistical approach,
given a linguistic structure of the source language, S, and a corresponding structure
in the target language, T , is to assign a probability that S generates T , i.e. P(T |S).
This is typically done by using large parallel corpora, with the same texts in the
source and the target language, to train the models. The linguistic structures in
these corpora need to be aligned, and this is done either at a sentence level, phrase
level or lexical level depending on the method. The conditional likelihood of
P(T |S) is calculated by using a probabilistic model.

One statistical machine translation approach is to apply the Bayesian noisy
channel model. This model requires three components to translate from a source
structure S to a target structure T ; (1) a language model to compute P(T ), (2)
a translation model to compute P(S |T ), and (3) a decoder, which is given S and
produces the most probable T . The language model component is monolingual,
and can be estimated from a monolingual target language corpus. The translation
model can be estimated by using the previously mentioned parallel corpora, which
align source language structures to target language structures. The decoder model
attempts to find the most probable translation, T̂ , based on the language model
and the translation model:

T̂ = arдmaxT P(S |T )P(T ) (2.1)
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In the task of text simplification, the source would be the original, complex,
version of a text, and the target would be a linguistically simplified version of the
same text.

2.3.3. Neural Models

Neural network models, a family of statistical machine learning models, are
inspired by the way neurons in the brain communicate and process information.
Briefly described, these models use large artificial neural networks to predict the
likelihood of an event, using layers of functions that process information. Given a
large set of training data, containing the desired input and output mapping, the
neural network learns how to predict future output. (Goldberg and Hirst, 2017).

A major component in neural networks for language is the use of vector rep-
resentations. For neural machine translation, linguistic structures, such as words,
can be mapped and represented in a vector space (embeddings). One example
of a neural machine translation system is the encoder–decoder system, where
an encoder maps a source sentence into a fixed-length vector, and a decoder
outputs a translation from the encoded vector. The whole encoder–decoder sys-
tem, which consists of the encoder and the decoder for a language pair, is jointly
trained to maximise the probability of a correct translation given a source sentence
(Bahdanau et al., 2014).

Nisioi et al. (2017) used a neural model to handle the task of text simplification,
with systems that simultaneously performed lexical simplification and content re-
duction. To train their model, Nisioi et al. (2017) used a publicly available data set
provided by Hwang et al. (2015). This data set is based on manual and automatic
alignments between standard English Wikipedia and Simple English Wikipedia.
After discarding the uncategorised matches, and use only good matches, the data
set contained 280,000 aligned sentences. An extensive human evaluation of the
simplified output showed that the method gave promising results, and a higher
level of simplification than the state-of-the-art automated text simplification
systems.

2.3.4. Synonym Replacement

Lexical simplification of written text can be accomplished in a variety of ways.
One strategy is to replace difficult words and expressions with simpler equiva-
lences. Other strategies involve adding explanations of difficult word, or removing
superfluous words. In a master thesis project, Keskisärkkä (2012) studied lex-
ical simplification via synonym replacement in Swedish using three different
strategies for synonym replacement: based on word frequency, based on word
length, and based on level of synonymy. The results showed that replacement
based on word frequency and word length could improve readability in terms
of established metrics, but at a high risk of introducing errors. The combined
strategy of word frequency and level of synonymy performed significantly better
than word frequency alone when prioritising level of synonymy.
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2.3.5. Hybrid Methods for Text Simplification

Internationally, there have also been attempts to use a combination of models in
order to simplify texts. Siddharthan and Mandya (2014) presented an approach
to text simplification based on synchronous dependency grammars, that com-
bines hand-written rules for common syntactic simplifications with automatically
harvested rules for a much larger set of lexicalised simplifications. Narayan and
Gardent (2014) used a combination of deep semantics and monolingual machine
translation to derive simple sentences from complex ones. An automatic text
simplification system for Spanish was proposed by Bott et al. (2012), in which a
rule based core module was combined with a statistical support component.

2.4. Keyword Extraction

Keywords can be defined as a sequence of one or more words that provide a
compact representation of a document’s content (Rose et al., 2010). Manual
assignment of keywords by professional curators takes time and effort, and needs
to rely on the authors’ judgement to provide a representative list. Even though
keywords could be used for analysis, indexing, and retrieval, most documents
do not have assigned keywords. Keywords may serve as a dense summary of
a document, and therefore finding methods to automatically extract keywords
would be beneficial (Hulth, 2003).

Some methods for keyword extraction are document-oriented, and need a
collection of documents to compare with, while others work on single documents.
Previous work on document-oriented methods has combined natural language
processing approaches to identify part-of-speech (POS) tags that are combined
with machine-learning algorithms or statistical methods (Rose et al., 2010). Term
Frequency (t f ) and Inverse Document Index (id f ) are common measures in-
tended to reflect how important a term is to a document in a collection or corpus
(Manning et al., 2008). t fdf represents the frequency of term t in document d,
where a high number represents a high frequency of term t . id ft is a measure of
how much information the term t provides. It is obtained by dividing the total
number of documents by the number of documents containing term t , and then
taking the logarithm of that quotient. The id f of a rare term is high, whereas the
id f of a frequent term is likely to be low. The definitions of term frequency and
inverse document frequency can be combined, t f -id f , to produce a composite
weight for each term in each document.

Hulth (2003) studied the use of linguistic information for keyword extraction,
implemented with a supervised machine-learning algorithm. When inspecting
manually assigned keywords, the vast majority usually turns out to be nouns
or noun phrases, and Hulth describes that nouns are appropriate as content
descriptors, and therefore the research on term extraction have focused on noun
patters. In her study, a corpus of 2,000 abstracts in English was used, with their
corresponding title and keywords from the Inspec database. The experiment
consisted of three term selection approaches: n-grams, noun phrase (NP) chunks,
and terms matching any of a set of POS tag sequences. Four different features were
used: term frequency, collection frequency, relative position of the first occurrence,
and the POS tag(s) assigned to the term. Experimental results showed different
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degrees of improvements compared with systems that did not use linguistic
information.

Rose et al. (2010) introduced a method for keyword extraction, Rapid Au-
tomatic Keyword Extraction (RAKE), that operates on individual documents,
without the need of a corpus collection to compare with. RAKE is based on
the observation that keywords frequently contain multiple words but they rarely
contain punctuation or stop words (such as function words or any other words
that have minimal content). The input parameters for RAKE consist of a list of
stop words, a set of phrase delimiters, and a set of word delimiters. As a first
step, the document text is split into an array of words by the specified word
delimiters. As a second step, this array is split into sequences of contiguous words
at phrase delimiters and stop word positions. Each sequence is here defined as
a candidate keyword. In the next step, each candidate keyword is given a score,
which is the ratio of the word degree (how many times it co-occurs with other
words in the candidate keywords) to the word frequency. As a last step, the top
one-third scoring candidates from the list of candidates is extracted as the final list
of extracted keywords. Rose et al. (2010) concludes that RAKE achieves higher
precision and similar recall in comparison to existing techniques, and that the
simplicity and efficiency of Rake enable its use in many applications.

2.5. Evaluation of Text Simplification

Text Simplification systems are usually evaluated for the quality of the generated
output, or the effectiveness/usefulness of such simplification regarding reading
speed and comprehension for the target users (Štajner et al., 2014). This can
involve a combination of readability metrics, which measure the degree of sim-
plification, and human assessment, which assess the preservation of for example
grammar and meaning. Several quantitative measures of readability offer an easy
and fast approach to perform evaluation, where the underlying assumption is that
the sentence length correlates with the syntactic complexity and that the word
length reflects the semantic load of a text (K. H. Mühlenbock et al., 2015). It
may, however, be argued that measures of text phenomena at the surface level is
resting on a too simplified heuristic for text complexity. The following sections
will introduce the three established Swedish metrics LIX, OVIX and Nominal
Ratio, as well as an introduction to user evaluation.

2.5.1. LIX

LIX, or läsbarhetsindex (readability index), was developed in the late 1960’s
by Björnsson (1968). LIX calculates the average number of words per sentence
and the percentage of long words (words with more than 6 letters) through the
formula:

LIX =
n(w)

n(s)
+
n(w > 6chars)

n(w)
x100 (2.2)

where n(w) is the total number of words and n(s) is the total number of sentences
in a document. The main idea is that a text containing shorter words and shorter
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sentences is defined as more readable. The produced LIX score corresponds
to a predefined list which is based on the difficulty of different types of texts.
A translated version of this list, by K. Mühlenbock and Kokkinakis (2009), is
presented here:

Lix value: Text genre:
<25 Children’s books

25–30 Easy texts
30–40 Normal text/fiction
40–50 Informative text
50–60 Specialist literature
>60 Research, dissertations

2.5.2. OVIX

OVIX, an abbreviation for ordvariationsindex (word variation index), indicates
the readability of the overall text by measuring lexical variation (Hultman and
Westman, 1977). The score is calculated by taking the ratio of the number of
unique words (uw), and the total number of words (n(w)), by the formula:

OV IX =
loд(n(w))

loд(2 − loд(n(uw ))
loд(n(w ))

(2.3)

A lower number indicates that the text contains few unique words, making it
more readable.

2.5.3. Nominal Ratio

Nominal Ratio measures a text’s nominal style, which usually implies that a text
is more dense in information (Hultman and Westman, 1977). The score is the
quotient of the total number of nouns (NN ), prepositions (PP), and participles
(PC) by the total number of verbs (VB), adverbs (AB), and pronouns (PN ), as in
the following formula:

NominalRatio =
NN + PP + PC

VB +AB + PN
(2.4)

A lower value corresponds to an easier text, while a higher value indicates that
the text contains more information and therefore is more demanding to read.

2.5.4. User Evaluation

Readability metrics can provide useful information regarding specific features of a
text. To combine the results from several readability metrics, and therefore take
several features into account, could be particularly useful to bring insight into the
performance of a system. Some argue, however, that readability metrics are more
or less detached from the actual intended audience, and therefore will never be as
accurate as direct user evaluations (Shardlow, 2014).

Several authors have used some manual evaluation for their results (Inui et al.,
2003; Kandula et al., 2010; Napoles et al., 2011), and Shardlow (2014) claims that
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research should aim towards this, especially when deploying a text simplification
system for a specific user group. This is also emphasised in the Swedish project
Begriplig text, where one of the main goals from the project is to involve the target
readers when assessing and developing readable texts (as described in Section
2.2.1).

In a master thesis project, related to the project Begriplig text, Lind (2017)
performed a user evaluation of how readers comprehend and perceive a written
decision on building permission, with and without text simplification (manually
simplified in the manner of Klarspråk). The readers consisted of two groups;
people with reading disabilities and people without reading disabilities. The result
of a comprehension tests showed that there were differences between the groups’
mean scores on comprehension questions regarding the original text, but there
were no differences between the groups when they had read the simplified version.
The result of the reading perception test, which was conducted with interviews,
showed that most participants in both groups were more positively disposed
towards the simplified version. Some differences could be found between the
groups regarding their opinion on how a simplified text should be constructed,
where, for example, the group with reading disabilities requested more explana-
tions of technical terms in a text. Lind (2017) concludes that even though the
study had a limited number of participants (12 persons), the results indicate that
simplification of texts could reduce the differences in comprehension that exist in
reading skills between groups with and without reading difficulties. This is pointed
out as an important factor for democracy and legal certainty, since citizens need
to understand public information to be able to participate in society and take
advantage of their rights.
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3. Data and tools

The goal of this thesis is to implement and evaluate text simplification, with the
purpose of facilitating readability and reading comprehension for people with
reading difficulties. In this chapter, we present the selected data used in this
thesis. We also describe the tools that are used in our implementation of text
simplification and keyword extraction.

3.1. Data Selection

The data set was selected on the premises of being information addressed to the
public. As discussed in Chapter 2, the public sector in Sweden should use language
that is proper, simple and understandable, and text produced by governments
and authorities should follow guidelines on how to produce readable text. The
initial data selection was therefore made by accessing governmental organisation
websites and looking at their public data. Texts were chosen on the basis that they
could have potential of improvement regarding readability. The data selection was
also widened to include municipally-owned companies and other public sources.

The first data sets were collected from Folkhälsomyndigheten (The Public Health
Agency of Sweden), a Swedish authority that has the responsibility for public
health issues and works to ensure good public health (Folkhälsomyndigheten,
2018). One text on physical activity and eating habits (Folkhälsomyndigheten,
2016a) was selected for the development set, and another text on eating habits
(Folkhälsomyndigheten, 2016b) was selected for the test set.

The second source of data was Uppsala Bostadsförmedling, a municipality owned
housing agency in Uppsala (Uppsala Bostadsförmedling, 2019b). Also here, two
texts were selected for development set and test set respectively; a text explaining
the landlords’ requirements (Uppsala Bostadsförmedling, 2019a), and a text
with information on how to apply for and obtain accommodation (Uppsala
Bostadsförmedling, 2019c).

In addition to the presented texts, 39 handcrafted sentences were added to the
development set, with the intention of improving the implementation method
further. These sentences were created with the purpose of testing the specific
rules implemented in this thesis, and thus adding more sentences with variations
of the selected linguistic features that were targeted. Section 4.1 and Section 4.2
in the following chapter provide some examples of these handcrafted sentences.

The test set was also enriched by adding two additional texts from other
domains; a part of an article on public shelters in Stockholm from Wikipedia
(Wikipedia contributors, 2018), and a news article from SVT Nyheter that de-
scribes research on formation of massive black holes in the early Universe (Eng-
ström, 2019). The purpose of adding these texts was to be able to evaluate how
well the implemented text simplification performs on different genres of text.
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Wikipedia is a well-known multilingual online encyclopedia, with open and free
content created by its users (Wikipedia contributors, 2019). SVT Nyheter (SVT
News) is a news website from Sweden’s Television that is financed by a public
service fee (SVT, 2019).

The complete selection of data can be viewed in Table 3.1.

Development set: Number of sentences:
Folkhälsomyndigheten dev 22
Uppsala Bostadsförmedling dev 54
Handcrafted sentences 39
Complete development set: 115
Test set: Number of sentences:
Folkhälsomyndigheten test 24
Uppsala Bostadsförmedling test 47
Wikipedia article 21
SVT news article 33
Complete test set: 125

Table 3.1.: Data sets for development and test.

3.2. The Convertus Multra Machine Translation System

In this thesis project, the task of text simplification is partly implemented with
the rule-based Multra machine translation system developed by Convertus. 1

This system builds on a previous research project, MATS, that was conducted at
Uppsala University in collaboration with Scania CV AB (Weijnitz et al., 2004).
The MATS system was itself an upscaled version of the Multra system (Beskow,
1993; Sågvall Hein et al., 2003).

Multra is a unification-based translation engine of four modules: analysis, prefer-
ence, transfer, and generation (Sågvall Hein et al., 2003). Transfer and generation
rules are expressed in PATR-like formalisms that were specifically developed for
Multra (Beskow, 1993). The transfer and generation rules are partially ordered,
where a more specific rule has precedence over a less specific one. The Convertus
system has evolved from being a pure rule-based transfer system, into a system
with several statistical fall-back methods that are applied if the input is not cov-
ered by the rules. The design principle of the Multa translation system is strictly
modular, allowing the system to be transparent, as it is possible to inspect and
modify each processing step.

The rules are formulated using feature-value structures that represent the
source and target text. A transfer rule consists of four parts:

• A label

• A set of identity equations, which describes the source feature structure

• A similar set of identity equations describing the target feature structure

1https://www.convertus.se/en
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• A set of transfer equations relating variables mentioned in the source and
target identity equations.

Table 3.2 below shows an example of a hybrid rule that relates with both
structural and lexical information (Beskow, 1993), where the Swedish phrase
‘Whisky med is’ is translated to the English phrase ‘Whisky on the rocks’. It
describes the relation that holds between a structure representing an NP with the
lexeme ‘Whisky ’ as its head, modified by the PP ‘on the rocks’, and a structure
representing an NP with the lexeme ‘Whisky’, modified by the PP ‘med is’.

Label

whisky-on-the-rocks
Source

<*head lex> = ‘whisky’
<*prep lex> = ‘on’
<*rect def> = def
<*rect det lex> = ‘the’
<*rect head lex> =‘rocks’

Target
<*head lex> = ‘whisky’
<*prep lex> = ‘med’
<*rect head lex> = ‘is’

Transfer
{}

Table 3.2.: Example of a transfer rule.

3.3. SynLex

The People’s Dictionary of Synonyms (Kann and Rosell, 2006), SynLex, is a
free Swedish dictionary of synonyms, based on the Lexin on-line dictionary2, a
web-site for translations of Swedish words to different languages. The construction
of the synonym lexicon started in March 2005, where the goal was to let the
Lexin users cooperate to build the dictionary. This was accomplished by letting
the users grade automatically generated possible synonym pairs. A question for
grading could for example be: "Are ’spread’ and ’lengthen’ synonyms?" The users
got to grade each synonym pair by giving it a score on a scale from 0 to 5, where 0
meant ’I do not agree’ and 5 meant ’I fully agree’, or answer ’I do not know’. Five
months later, a synonym dictionary consisting of 60,000 graded pairs of synonyms
was completed.

Kann and Rosell (2006) also discuss how the project included prevention to
deal with potential attempts from users to abuse and deliberately upgrade bad or
non-serious synonym suggestions. They included a threefold solution; (1) many
gradings of a pair are needed before it is considered to be a good synonym pair
and become possible to look up in the synonym dictionary, (2) the same user will

2http://lexin.nada.kth.se/lexin/
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almost never be asked to grade the same synonym pair more than once, due to
the large list of about quarter of a million pairs, and (3) the word pairs that users
suggest themselves are first checked using a spell checker and then put on a long
waiting list to be evaluated, making it unlikely that a user will be asked to grade
her or his own suggested pair. Since the start of the project, the lexicon has been
updated by removing wrongly spelled or non-serious words, and extending the
dictionary with synonyms proposed by the users (Kann, 2013).

In this thesis project, we use a free version of SynLex3 for synonym replacement.
This version is from April 2016 and consists of more than 19,000 synonym pairs,
that all have a grading score of at least 3.

3.4. The LäSBarT Corpus

The LäSBarT corpus is a specialised corpus of 1.3 million tokens, that consists
of manually created easy-to-read Swedish texts (Mühlenbock 2008, cited in
K. H. Mühlenbock and Lundälv, 2011). The main text types include works
from different domains and genres, such as fiction, official documents from
the government, parliament, county council, municipality and daily news. The
common feature for all the texts is that they are all intended to be read by persons
that do not fully master everyday Swedish language.

For this thesis project, we use statistics for the LäSBarT corpus (word frequen-
cies), which is available online.4

3.5. Sparv - Språkbanken Text

Sparv is an annotation tool from Språkbanken Text5 (The Swedish Language Bank).
Språkbanken Text is a research unit at the Department of Swedish Language,
University of Gothenburg. Sparv is Språkbanken Text’s corpus annotation pipeline
infrastructure, which consists of a corpus import chain and a network service
as well as a web interface (Borin et al., 2016). The pipeline uses in-house and
external tools on the text to segment it into sentences and paragraphs, tokenise,
tag parts-of-speech, look up in dictionaries and analyse compounds. For part-of-
speech tagging, Sparv uses HunPos (Halácsy et al., 2007), a trigram tagger, with a
model trained on the SUC 3.0 corpus. The syntactic analysis of Swedish in Sparv
is performed using MaltParser (Nivre et al., 2007), a statistical dependency parser,
with a model trained on the Swedish treebank Talbanken.

Within the scope for this thesis project, we use Sparv for part-of-speech tagging
and dependency analysis. The Sparv web interface also provides calculations of
readability metrics, which we use to evaluate our text simplification.

3http://folkets-lexikon.csc.kth.se/lexikon/synpairs.xml. Downloaded 2019-02-25.
4https://spraakbanken.gu.se/swe/resurs/lasbart#tabs=information. Downloaded 2019-02-27.
5https://spraakbanken.gu.se/swe/
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4. Implementation

In order to accomplish the task of text simplification, we use a rule based approach
to modify linguistic features in a text, with the intention of producing a version of
the text that is easier to read and easier to comprehend. The selection of features
is inspired and motivated by the definition of simplified Swedish used in Klarspråk
and LättLäst, as well as previous user evaluations performed regarding simplified
Swedish (Lind, 2017; Olander, 2019).

The basics of our implementation can be described as follows; (a) we perform
syntactic simplification, (b) we replace uncommon words with their correspond-
ing, and more frequent, synonyms, and finally (c) we extract keyphrases from the
text. Figure 4.1 shows an overview of the implementation steps.

Original
Text

Preprocessing
& Annotation

Syntactic
Simplification

Synonym
Replacement Annotation

Keyphrase
Extraction

Simplified
Text

Figure 4.1.: Implementation overview.

We continue this chapter by giving a more detailed description of the selected
features and the steps in our implementation to accomplish text simplification
and keyword extraction.

4.1. Syntactic Simplification

Before implementing rules for syntactic simplification, the original text is manually
extracted from the source web page, and annotated through Språkbanken Text’s
annotation tool Sparv (presented in Chapter 3). This first step results in a file
containing the tokenized and annotated text. The annotation contains part-of-
speech tagging and dependency analysis. The syntactic simplification applied in
this thesis project is written in Python and consists of two separate rules:

Rearranging to straight word order by reordering adverbials: This rule alters
the word order in sentences with initial adverbial. The subject of the clause is
reordered to the initial position, followed by the verb, and the adverbial is placed
last in the sentence. The following examples show how sentences containing
initial adverbial are affected by the rule:

• Om du betalar får du ett kvitto. (‘If you pay you will get a receipt.’)
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→ Du får ett kvitto om du betalar. (‘You will get a receipt if you pay.’)

• För att överträffa din förmåga behöver du förbättra dig. (‘To exceed your ability
you need to improve.’)

→ Du behöver förbättra dig för att överträffa din förmåga. (‘You need to
improve to exceed your ability.’)

Split coordinated clauses: This rule splits a sentence that consists of two clauses
joined with a conjunction. In case the subject is missing in the second clause, it
is duplicated from the first clause. However, the execution of the split operation
depends on the conjunction. For example, the conjunction och (‘and’) will result
in a full stop to create two separate sentences. The conjunction men (‘but’) will
insert a dash before the conjunction. A separation with a dash, instead of a
full stop, is used since the conjunction men indicates that the following clause
will contradict the statement in the first clause, and is therefore semantically
dependent on the information in the first clause. This relationship is intended
to be clearer by keeping both clauses in the same sentence, and yet divide them
clearly with a dash. The conjunction samt (‘and’/‘as well as’) will add a full stop
and create two separate sentences, but also add the word också (‘also’) in the
second sentence, after the finite verb. These variations of sentence splits can be
viewed in the following examples:

• Maria och Lisa åt en kaka, och Kalle tittade på. (‘Maria and Lisa ate a cookie,
and Kalle watched.’

→Maria och Lisa åt en kaka. Kalle tittade på. (‘Maria and Lisa ate a cookie.
Kalle watched.’)

• Han gick ut men glömde att låsa dörren. (‘He went out but forgot to lock the
door.’)

→ Han gick ut - men han glömde att låsa dörren. (‘He went out - but he
forgot to lock the door.’)

• Jag ska bada samt spela tennis. (‘I am going to swim as well as play tennis.’)

→ Jag ska bada. Jag ska också spela tennis. (‘I am going to swim. I am also
going to play tennis.’)

The two syntactic rules are applied in the given order. Within the scope for this
thesis project, both of these rules are not applied on the same given sentence, due
to the fact that the implementation relies on the initial annotation for the original
sentences. If a sentence contains an initial adverbial, then the criterion is met for
the first rule, and the procedure of adverbial reordering is applied. This results
in a new sentence if the simplification succeeds or the original sentence if the
simplification fails. If the criterion for the first rule is not met, then the criteria for
the second rule need to be met in order to perform a sentence split. If the criteria
for the second rule are not met, or if this rule fails to be applied, then no syntactic
simplification will take place, and the original sentence is returned without any
changes. The result of this stage is a file, with each sentence from the original text,
either simplified or in the original state.
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4.2. Synonym Replacement

In order to perform simplification by synonym replacement, we create a synonym
lexicon, with the goal of transforming difficult words to a simpler version (we
will call this lexicon SimLex). This is done with the help of SynLex Swedish
dictionary of synonyms and the LäSBarT corpus (both discussed in Chapther
3). We then perform synonym replacement as a translation task, by using the
Convertus Multra Machine Translation System (also discussed in Chapther 3).

The process starts with extracting words and their corresponding synonyms
from SynLex. In order to select synonyms with high quality, only synonyms with
the score of at least 4.0 are chosen. The three largest word categories are selected;
verbs, nouns and adjectives. We then use the statistics for the LäSBarT corpus
and look up the frequency of each word and its corresponding synonym. The
word with the lowest frequency in the LäSBarT corpus is regarded as the source
word in SimLex, while the word with the highest frequency is treated as a simpler
word, and is therefore inserted as the target word. The next step is to check all
the words in SimLex to see if they exist in the Convertus system, keeping the
synonym pairs where both words exist in the Convertus lexicon.

Then, a manual sorting is performed, where poor synonyms are removed. This
step is necessary, since a manual screening of the synonyms showed that there
were examples of synonym pairs where the words had different part-of-speech
(which would have caused problem when performing a word replacement), or
synonym suggestions that were non-serious (for instance, the Swedish word for
‘ineffective’ had the synonym ‘government’, and ‘attorney’ had the synonym
‘crook’). This manual sorting also involves removing noun pairs that have different
gender. The Swedish language has mainly two genders, utrum and neutrum, and
the gender of a noun also affects the form of articles, pronouns and adjectives
in the corresponding noun phrase. The inclusion of synonym noun pairs with
different gender would need to address this, and it is out of scope of this thesis
project. The final version of SimLex contains 505 synonym pairs; 167 verb pairs,
209 noun pairs and 129 adjective pairs.

The final version of SimLex is used to create transfer rules for the Convertus
Multra Machine Translation System. As previously mentioned, this is conducted
like a translation task, where the difficult word we want to translate is treated
as the source word, and the synonym that we want to replace it with is treated
as the target word. Table 4.1 shows an example of such a rule, where the word
arbete (‘work’) is translated to the synonym jobb (‘job’). Each target word inherits
grammatical information from the source words (such as tense and grammatical
number).

The following examples show how the synonym replacement could perform:

• Detta annuella hot speglade sig i aftonens stjärnklara himmel. (‘This annual
threat was reflected in the starry sky of the evening.’)

→ Detta årliga hot speglade sig i kvällens stjärnklara himmel. (‘This yearly
threat was reflected in the starry sky of the evening.’)

• I mitt arbete ska jag administrera ett ypperligt anförande med mina kompanjoner.
(‘In my work, I will administer an exceptional address with my associates.’)
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Label
arbete.jobb

Source
<* lex> = ?lex
<* lex sym> = arbete.nn.1
<* trglex> = ANY
<* word.cat> = NOUN

Target
<* lex> = jobb.nn.1
<* word.cat> = NOUN

Transfer
{}

Table 4.1.: Example of an implemented transfer rule for synonym replacement.

→ I mitt jobb ska jag sköta ett utmärkt tal med mina medhjälpare. ‘In my job,
I will conduct an excellent speech with my coworkers.’)

• De vill anordna en reell extension av bestämmelserna. (‘They want to organize
a substantial extension of the regulations.’)

→ De vill fixa en verklig förlängning av reglerna. (‘They want to do a real
elongation of the rules.’)

4.3. Keyphrase Extraction

In Section 2.4, we introduced previous work on keyword extraction. In our
implementation, we will focus on extracting phrases, rather than single words. For
that reason, we will use the term keyphrase extraction in the following sections.

In order to consider an existing technique for keyphrase extraction, an initial
manual evaluation was performed, using the texts in our development set and
a Python implementation of RAKE1, a method that has achieved good result in
previous work (see further in Section 2.4). However, since the method did not
perform well on our development data, we implement our own approach.

In line with previous work (see Section 2.4), we focus on extracting noun
phrases, with the goal of extracting phrases with important information about the
content of the text. This is combined with a simple and naive approach, where
we use positional information of the targeted phrases, with the assumption that
the introduction of a text is provided with important content.

Before performing keyphrase extraction, the text is once again annotated us-
ing Språkbanken Text’s annotation tool Sparv, to get part-of-speech tagging and
dependency analysis. The basis of the function is to extract noun phrases using
positional information, long phrases with much content, and frequency distribu-
tion in the following manner: (1) extract the longest noun phrases from the first
sentences of the document (with the assumption that important content can be
found in the introduction), (2) extract a specified number of the longest noun
phrases (to get much information), and (3) extract the most frequent noun phrases

1https://pypi.org/project/rake-nltk/
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over the whole document (to get phrases that are common in the document). The
keyphrases are also presented to the reader in this order. The function extracts all
noun phrases of the document, and stores these phrases with meta-data regarding
frequency and ordered by phrase length. Phrases with the same frequency and
phrase length are ordered according to their position in the text, meaning that if
several phrases have the same frequency and phrase length, the phrases that occur
first in the text will be selected first.

4.4. Evaluation Procedures

4.4.1. Manual Evaluation

A manual evaluation is performed, where we present an overview of the imple-
mented simplifications on the test set. We count the number of implemented
simplifications, evaluate the quality of these and discuss whether the simplifica-
tions were accomplished in the intended manner.

4.4.2. Evaluation by Readability Metrics

The established readability metrics LIX, OVIX and Nominal Ratio (NR) are
calculated for the original test data and the simplified version of the texts. The
scores are calculated by using the Sparv web interface, which provides calculations
of these readability metrics.

4.4.3. User Evaluation

In order to get valuable insight into the performance of our implemented text
simplification, a user evaluation is conducted with the help of 7 volunteering
participants with reading disabilities. The goal here is to evaluate the differences
between a text in its original form and a simplified version of the same text, both
quantitatively and qualitatively. For this evaluation, we use the text from Uppsala
Bostadsförmedling, which is included in our test set. The two text versions only
differ in the linguistic features, whereas layout features (such as font size, line
spacing and row length) are the same.

The participants are recruited with the help of Dyslexiförbundet. All partici-
pants are involved in the project ‘Begriplig text’, where most of the participants
have been a part of a test group within the project. All participants have various
types of reading difficulties. Several participants have dyslexia, either solely or
in combination with other diagnoses such as language disorder, autism, ADHD,
learning disabilities and aphasia.

The design of the user evaluation is inspired by Lind (2017), with a quan-
titative part and a qualitative part. The quantitative part consists of a reading
comprehension test, in which the participants answer questions about the content
of the first provided text. 4 of the participants perform the comprehension test
after reading the original text first, and 3 of the participants perform the com-
prehension test after reading the simplified version first. An attempt to balance
the two test groups is made in regards of the participants’ diagnoses. The content
questions are the same for both texts. The participants are then asked to read the
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other version of the text, but do not perform a reading comprehension test after
this. This is due to the fact the participants have already been given information
about the textual content from reading the first version, and therefore a second
comprehension test would not be reliable. After reading the two versions of the
text, the qualitative evaluation takes place, where the participants are asked to
give their opinions about the two different versions of the text. This is conducted
with a semi-structured interview. The participants are encouraged to express their
opinion freely, however, the following questions are given to all participants:

• What did you think of these texts?

• Which text do you prefer? Why?

• Which text was easier to understand?

• Which text was easier to read?

• Were the keyphrases of any help, or not?

The user evaluation is conducted with one participant at a time, and is per-
formed in a quiet room. The evaluation, and all its parts, is not time limited.
However, the estimated time for each evaluation is set to 45 minutes. The par-
ticipants are not allowed to use reading aids, with the intention of minimising
the number of variables (since it may not only differ whether a participant use
a reading aid or not, but the reading aids themselves are likely to differ). Before
each evaluation, the participant is given information about the evaluation, both
written and verbally, and is asked to sign an informed consent.

The original text, the simplified version and the reading comprehension test for
our user evaluation can be viewed in the Appendix, Sections A.1, A.2 and A.3
(scaled down versions).
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5. Results and Evaluation

In this chapter, we present and discuss the results from our text simplification
and keyphrase extraction. We start by giving an overview of the number of
implemented simplifications on our test set, and we perform a manual evaluation
of the quality of these simplifications. In the following sections, we present and
discuss the result from our evaluations performed by readability metrics and user
evaluation.

5.1. Manual Evaluation

Table 5.1 provides an overview of the number of implemented simplifications,
both regarding syntactic simplification (Syntax) and synonym replacement (Lexi-
con).

Text:
Original Text # Simplifications

# Sentences # Words Syntax Lexicon
Uppsala Bostadsförmedling 47 648 20 1
Folkhälsomyndigheten 43 385 7 4
Wikipedia article 21 349 2 0
SVT news article 33 443 5 0
Complete test set: 125 1825 34 5

Table 5.1.: The number of implemented simplifications on the test set.

The first two text in the data set, Uppsala Bostadsförmedling and Folkhälsomyn-
digheten, have a higher number of implemented simplifications. A contributing
factor is presumably the size of these texts, as they have a higher number of words
and sentences, and therefore could be targeted for more simplification. Also,
and perhaps more important, these texts have more similarities with the texts
from the development set, by being extracted from similar sources. As stated in
Chapter 4, the implemented rules are inspired and motivated by the definition of
simplified Swedish and previous user evaluations. However, the selection of rules
are also to some extent influenced by the data, where especially the operation of
adverbial reordering was considered as useful for several of the texts that were
encountered during the initial phase of data collection. It could therefore be
expected that data that shows resemblance to the development set has a higher
number of simplifications. Though, the two out-of-domain texts in the test set are
not without any simplification, indicating that the implemented rules for syntactic
simplification may be generalised to other texts as well.

The implementation of synonym replacement was less prominent than the syn-
tactic simplification. The success of a lexicon-based approach is strongly affected
by the size of the lexicon. The implemented synonym lexicon has limitation in
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size, and this affects the number of synonym replacement for all text. However,
the implemented lexicon performs in the intended manner.

A manual evaluation of the simplified texts was conducted, which showed that
the rules for simplification worked as they were intended in the majority of cases
that were targeted; 29 of the 34 sentences with syntactic simplifications were
considered to be successful, and all of the synonym replacement as well (though,
they were few). Some examples of the successful simplifications can be viewed
here:

• För att söka och få en bostad genom oss behöver du ställa dig i vår bostadskö.
(‘To search and get a home through us, you need to put yourself in our
housing queue.’)

→ Du behöver ställa dig i vår bostadskö för att söka och få en bostad genom oss.
(‘You need to put yourself in our housing queue to search and get a home
through us.’)

• Goda matvanor är bra för hälsan och välbefinnandet och är en förutsättning
för en positiv hälsoutveckling. (‘Good eating habits are good for the health
and well-being and are a prerequisite for a positive health development.’)

→ Goda matvanor är bra för hälsan och välbefinnandet. Goda matvanor är
en förutsättning för en positiv hälsoutveckling. (‘Good eating habits are good
for the health and well-being. Good eating habits are a prerequisite for a
positive health development.’)

• Vi stödjer det lokala och regionala arbetet med att främja goda matvanor. (‘We
support the local and regional work to promote good eating habits.’)

→ Vi stöder det lokala och regionala jobbet med att främja goda matvanor.
(‘We support the local and regional job to promote good eating habits.’)

• Det gick fort och mörk materia spelade en mycket större roll än vad man förut
har trott. (‘It went fast and dark matter played a much greater role than
previously thought.’)

→ Det gick fort. Mörk materia spelade en mycket större roll än vad man
förut har trott. (‘It went fast. Dark matter played a much greater role than
previously thought.’)

The 5 less successful syntactic simplifications included 2 cases where the rules
were applied in the intended way, but the output sentences were less understand-
able than the originals. In both of these cases, the applied rule was adverbial
reordering, and the deficiencies in the outputs were similar. These sentences
contain a pronoun that refers back to an object in the adverbial phrase, and
this reference gets introduced after the pronoun when the adverbial phrase gets
reordered to the end of the sentence. The results are not grammatically incorrect,
however, they would likely cause confusion for the reader and can therefore be
argued to be less successful simplifications. One example of these sentences can
be viewed below, where the discussed units are marked in bold text:
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• När du hittar en bostad som du vill ha behöver du först logga in för att kunna
anmäla intresse för den. (‘When you find an accommodation that you want,
you first need to log in to be able to register an interest in it.’)

→ Du behöver först logga in för att kunna anmäla intresse för den när du hittar
en bostad som du vill ha. (‘You first need to log in to be able to register
interest in it when you find an accommodation that you want.’)

Another example of a less successful simplification is presented here:

• När ditt hyreskontrakt är påskrivet behöver du betala en förmedlingsavgift.
(‘When your rental contract is signed, you need to pay a brokerage fee.’)

→ Du betala behöver en förmedlingsavgift när ditt hyreskontrakt är påskrivet.
( ‘You to pay need a brokerage fee when your rental contract is signed.’)

In this sentence, the position of the auxiliary verb behöver (‘need’) is wrongly
placed after the principal verb betala(‘to pay’). The reason for this particular error
is though rather unclear, since the code implementation for syntactic simplifica-
tion should be able to arrange the verbs in the correct order, and is successfully
doing so in sentences with similar structure (e.g. the first example of the success-
fully simplified sentences). Nonetheless, it is an error that results in at least this
particular unsuccessful simplification.

One last example of an unsuccessful simplification can be viewed in the follow-
ing sentence:

• – De har gjort den hittills mest detaljerade simuleringen av det tidiga universum
och pekat ut områden med ansamlingar av mörk materia, säger Jonathan Tan.
(‘– They have done the so far most detailed simulation of the early universe
and pointed out areas of accumulation of dark matter, says Jonathan Tan.’)

→ – De har gjort den hittills mest detaljerade simuleringen av det tidiga uni-
versum. – de har pekat ut områden med ansamlingar av mörk materia, säger
Jonathan Tan. (‘– They have done the so far most detailed simulation of
the early universe. – they have pointed out areas of accumulation of dark
matter, says Jonathan Tan.’)

This example shows a flaw in the implemented code for the syntactic simpli-
fication. When splitting a sentence, the subject of the first clause is reused in
the second clause, if the second clause does not have a subject. In this particular
sentence, this has led to the incorrect reuse of the dash (that has been treated as
part of the subject), and wrongly lowering the first letter of the first word.

Lastly, a manual evaluation of the extracted keyphrases showed that noun
phrases were extracted in the intended manner. However, the task of evaluating
the quality of these keyphrases, and to determine whether they are suitable to
represent the content of the text, is a more subjective task. Therefore, we evaluate
the quality of the keyphrases in the user evaluation, in Section 5.3, where one
text from the test set, Uppsala Bostadsförmedling, is evaluated. The output of the
keyphrase extraction for this text, and the output of the text simplification, can
be viewed in the Appendix, Section A.2 (scaled down version).
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5.2. Evaluation by Readability Metrics

In order to compare the original test data with our simplification quantitatively,
we calculate the LIX, OVIX and Nominal Ratio (NR) scores for both the original
texts and their simplified versions. These readability metrics are calculated using
Språkbanken Text’s Sparv annotation tool. The readability scores for the simpli-
fied versions are calculated without including the extracted keyphrases. We also
calculate and present the differences in percentage, to get a better insight into
how the readability scores vary from the original text to the simplified one. The
result can be viewed in Table 5.2.

Text: LIX: OVIX: NR:

Uppsala Bostadsförmedling
- Original: 34.31 44.48 0.86
- Simplified: 33.51 44.56 0.86
Difference in percentage: −0.023 + 0.002 0.0

Folkhälsomyndigheten
- Original: 58.05 70.88 2.87
- Simplified: 55.02 71.45 2.80
Difference in percentage: −0.052 + 0.008 −0.24

Wikipedia article
- Original: 53.01 86.85 1.90
- Simplified: 52.36 85.37 1.94
Difference in percentage: −0.012 −0.017 + 0.021

SVT news article
- Original: 37.58 60.79 1.00
- Simplified: 35.90 61.27 0.99
Difference in percentage: −0.045 + 0.008 −0.01

Complete test set
- Original: 43.58 69.69 1.30
- Simplified: 42.12 69.76 1.30
Difference in percentage: – 0.034 + 0.003 0.0

Table 5.2.: Results regarding readability metrics.

The result shows very modest differences in readability scores between the
original and the simplified version of each text. The LIX score has overall slightly
decreased. The LIX value calculates the average number of words per sentence,
making it likely that operations such as sentence split (which provides shorter
sentences) would result in a lower LIX score. The OVIX and NR scores do
not indicate any changes, with differences in percentage of 0.003% and 0%
respectively, when comparing the complete test set.

The OVIX value shows an indication of the lexical variation in a text. A lower
OVIX score would be possible to achieve by implementing synonym replacement
where more source words are selected for replacement and mapped to a smaller,
concentrated set of simple words. The implementation of our synonym replace-
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ment, however, was not created with the intention of having as few target words
as possible, and therefore do not follow this approach.

The NR value is a measure of a text’s nominal style, which calculates the ratio
of words with certain part-of-speech tags. In order to alter the NR score of a text,
one would need to change the textual content in a way that alters the proportions
of these part-of-speech tags. The text simplification strategies in this thesis do not
alter the part-of-speech tags, and the operation of synonym replacement has the
specific intention of not doing so. The operation of sentence split could potentially
change the proportions of part-of-speech tags, since this is the only operation in
our implementation that removes or adds words (by removing conjunctions, or
duplicating subject and finite verb when needed). This however, did not have any
effect on the NR scores in our data set.

Overall, the readability scores calculated for our test set show very modest,
or non-existing, changes between the original texts and their simplified versions.
The word variation and nominal style of a text, as measured by OVIX and NR,
are hardly affected at all by our implementation, and these metrics are therefore
less suited to measure the text simplification implemented in this thesis project
(though these metrics are established). The average number of words per sentence,
as measured by LIX, is affected by operations such as sentence split included in
our implementation, and this readability value is the most improved in our result
(even if the changes were small). The relatively moderate improvement can be
explained by the relatively low number of sentences that were simplified. In order
to measure a text’s readability in terms of syntactic and lexical simplicity, and the
perceived readability in particular, a manual evaluation by readers is presumably a
more useful assessment.

5.3. User Evaluation

In the user evaluation, we perform both a quantitative and a qualitative evaluation
with the help of readers from the target group. The quantitative evaluation
declares the participants’ performance in a reading comprehension test, where
the participants got to read either the original text (Group A) or the simplified
version of the same text (Group B). In the qualitative part of the evaluation, we
provide a summary of the participants’ opinions regarding the two versions of the
text (for details of the user evaluation procedure, see Section 4.4.3). Due to the
small sample size, with few participants, it is not relevant to draw any general
conclusions based on the results. However, we perform the evaluation with the
goal of providing an indication of how our text simplification could work for
people with reading difficulties.

Table 5.3. shows the results for the reading comprehension test. The test
performance of Group A clearly exceeds the result of Group B. This means
that the group that performed the comprehension test after reading the original
text got higher result than the group that performed the comprehension test
after reading the simplified version. The result does not indicate that the text
simplification facilitates for the readers to comprehend the content. Although,
it is possible that other factors may have had an impact on the result. One
important factor is the general reading comprehension of the participants, which
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might have varied between the groups. Ideally, an initial control test on reading
comprehension could have been conducted, with the intention of dividing the test
groups based on the participants’ performances. Since the test groups were very
limited in size, with few participants, the individual differences in performance
have a large impact on the groups result.

Group A
Participant: Score:
a1 4
a2 5
a3 5
a4 5
Mean: 4.75

Group B
Participant: Score:
b1 3
b2 2
b3 1

Mean: 2

Table 5.3.: Results for the reading comprehension test

The participants were also asked to compare the two different text versions. Ta-
ble 5.4 provides an overview of which version the participants in the two different
groups preferred. All participants in Group B preferred the original version, while
the preference in Group A was divided. In cases where the participants favoured
the second text version they read, they often commented that their choice might
have been influenced by the fact that they already had some prior knowledge
about the content from reading the first version. These participants reasoned that
this prior knowledge made it easier for them to read and understand the second
text.

Original SimplifiedNo preference
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Group A Group B

Table 5.4.: The text preference among the two groups of participant.

During the more qualitative part of the evaluation, the participants were asked
to further motivate why they preferred a certain text version. However, similar
comments were made by the participants independently of which text version
they preferred. Regarding linguistic features, the participants expressed that their
preferred text version was better structured and more comprehensible, regardless
of the text version. Several participants got stuck when reading some sentences,
and they expressed that the specific sentence was ill-formed and that they could
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not make sense of it. This happened for both versions of the text. Two participants
commented that they saw some words that differed in the two text versions, where
one of the participants preferred the original version and the other participant
preferred the simplified version. One participant expressed that she/he preferred
the original text since it had shorter sentences (though the simplified version
contained more shorter sentences). Another participant expressed that it was
easier to understand the simplified version of the text, since the sentences usually
started with the subject.

The majority of the participants expressed that keyphrases, in general, are
helpful, since keyphrases provide the reader with prior knowledge and a fast
overview of the content. However, the participants had divided opinions whether
the provided keyphrases were optimal. Some thought they were helpful and
suited the content. Other participants expressed that they could understand
the intention of providing the keyphrases, but that they would have chosen
other phrases from the text, since the keyphrases that were provided were just
confusing them. One participant commented that the headlines in the text gave
better information.

Many of the participants commented on the texts’ non-linguistic features, and
expressed that they would have preferred larger font size, more line spacing and
shorter row length. Some participants even expressed that the text version they
preferred had better layout features, though these features were the same for both
text versions.

It is difficult to pinpoint features that either facilitated or worsened the par-
ticipants reading experiences in general, since the participants experiences did
not generally seem to differ, no matter which text they preferred. The fact that
some participants experienced differences between the two text versions that
were not there, may have been caused by expectations of finding such differences.
Most of the participants have been participating in other evaluations of readability
assessment, and while this is an asset in terms of having a test group that is aware
and knowable, it may also affect the participants anticipations of what to assess.

Layout seems to play an important role in reading experience, based on the
participants’ comments. It is likely that the modifications of the text’s linguistic
features were too modest, and that this causes the text versions to be too similar.
This could explain the inconsistency in text preference among the participants
and perhaps, to some extent, the focus on non-linguistic features.

Lastly, it is also relevant to note that some participants commented on the fact
that they were not allowed to use reading aids. Several participants expressed
that they usually read text with speech synthesis. The motivation for not allowing
reading aids was to limit the number of variables. However, it could also be argued
that the evaluation design should aim to resemble how the participants process
written information in their everyday life, and therefore allow the use of reading
aids when necessary.
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6. Conclusion and Future Work

The purpose of this thesis project was to implement and evaluate methods for
text simplification and keyphrase extraction for Swedish texts, with the goal of
facilitating text comprehension and increase readability for people with reading
difficulties and cognitive variations. A manual evaluation of the result showed
that the implemented rules generally worked as intended, though these simpli-
fications did not results in any substantial changes in readability scores. A user
evaluation, performed with the help of participants from the target group, showed
no improvements in text comprehension or reading experience when comparing
a simplified text to its original version. The participants’ preference when com-
paring the two text versions was inconsistent, but did not give an indication that
the implemented text simplification was successful in its current state. The partic-
ipants’ opinions regarding the implemented keyphrases varied from "useful" to
"just confusing", though the majority of the participants expressed that keyphrases
are in general a helpful feature to facilitate their reading and comprehension.

We presume that the main reason for lack of improvements is due to the fact
that relatively few sentences were targeted for simplification, leaving most of
the textual content unmodified. More prominent changes would probably have
received more consistent feed-back from target readers, with the potential of a
more positive result. The lack of modifications regarding readability scores (LIX,
OVIX and Nominal Ratio) can be explained by the fact that the majority of rules
did not substantially affect the features in a text that would alter these scores.
The operation of sentence split could presumably lower the readability score
of LIX, and this score was the most affected one in our evaluation, though not
significantly lowered due to few resulted cases of sentence split. Nonetheless,
the implemented rules did indeed perform the intended simplification for the
sentences that were targeted, suggesting future potential.

For future work, we believe that a larger set of syntactic simplification rules, and
a larger lexicon for synonym replacement, could improve the text simplification
further. It is likely that a more modified text version would have received a more
positive and unanimous feedback from users. Additionally, larger test groups,
and further precautions to balance the groups, would have the potential of
increasing reliability and providing more conclusive results. Furthermore, we want
to highlight the importance of user evaluations, which we believe to be both
valuable for future improvements, and important in the quest of meeting users
needs and expectations.
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A. Appendix

A.1. Original Text for the User Evaluation

Vägen till bostad 
 

Här kan du steg för steg läsa om hur det går till att söka och få en bostad genom oss. 
 

Registrering 

För att söka och få en bostad genom oss behöver du ställa dig i vår bostadskö. 

Din kötid räknas från den tidpunkt du registrerar dig. För att kunna tillgodoräkna dig din kötid från 

en kö som vi tar emot behöver du själv aktivt registrera dig hos oss. Om du står i flera köer som 

överförs till Bostadsförmedlingen är det alltid den längsta kötiden som kommer att räknas.  

För att säkerställa att vi kan nå dig så fyll i telefonnummer och e-post under Uppgifter på Mina 

sidor så att vi kan komma i kontakt med dig. 
 

Köavgift 

När du har registrerat dig får du möjlighet att betala din köavgift direkt med bankkort eller med 

inbetalningskort. 

Köavgiften är 290 kr per år och när vi har tagit emot din betalning kan du börja söka lediga 

bostäder. Du har 60 dagar på dig att betala avgiften från den dag du registrerade dig. Om du inte 

betalar inom 60 dagar förlorar du din plats i kön och blir automatiskt avregistrerad. 
 

Intresseanmälan 

Du behöver själv bevaka utbudet av lediga bostäder som publiceras på vår webb. 

När du hittar en bostad som du vill ha behöver du först logga in för att kunna anmäla intresse för 

den. Din anmälan sorteras sedan i turordning efter din kötid. Det är din placering i kön som avgör 

om du går vidare till nästa steg. 
 

Visning 

Om du är en av dem med längst kötid när publiceringstiden har gått ut blir du, i de fall visning 

erbjuds, inbjuden till en visning av bostaden.  

När du har fått visningsinbjudan behöver du inom ett dygn lämna ditt svar på Mina sidor om du kan 

komma eller inte. I de fall visning erbjuds är det viktigt att du går på visningen för att kunna ta 

ställning till och du vill tacka ja eller nej till bostaden. Uteblivet svar betyder ett nej och du tas då 

bort ur förmedlingsprocessen. 

Vissa hyresvärdar har som kriterium att personen som lämnas som hyresgästförslag har varit på 

visningen. Om det finns ett kriterium på att närvara vid visningen framgår det i inbjudan. För de 

bostäder där hyresvärden inte har som kriterium att du går på visningen kan du välja att vara kvar i 

förmedlingsprocessen utan att gå på visningen. Trots att du inte varit på visningen behöver du ett 

dygn efter visningstiden bekräfta att du vill ha bostaden. Det gör du på Mina sidor.  
 

Om du svarar ja 

Om du svarar ja och hamnar är först i kön till en bostad är du bunden vid ditt svar. 

Blir du först i kön på flera bostäder samtidigt kontaktar vi dig och du behöver då välja vilken bostad 

du vill ha. Därefter tas dina övriga intresseanmälningar bort. 

Om svarat ja och hamnat på första plats men sedan ändrar dig, inte går att nå eller inte återkopplar 

inom angiven tidsram, kommer du att tas bort från den aktuella bostaden. Du kommer också att 

spärras under 6 månader. 35



Om du svarar nej 

Om du svarar nej till en bostad efter visning tas du bort från förmedlingsprocessen. Att svara nej 

påverkar inte din kötid eller dina övriga intresseanmälningar.  
 

Kontrakt 

När vi har kontrollerat att du uppfyller hyresvärdens kriterier lämnar vi över dina uppgifter som ett 

hyresgästförslag till hyresvärden. Hyresvärden gör sedan det slutgiltiga godkännandet och tar 

kontakt med dig för att teckna hyreskontrakt. 

Din kötid i vår bostadskö nollställs från det datum då du tillträder din nya bostad. Undantag är 

hyreskontrakt för studentbostäder och korttidskontrakt, då behåller du din kötid. 
 

Förmedlingsavgift 

När ditt hyreskontrakt är påskrivet behöver du betala en förmedlingsavgift. 

När du skrivit på ditt hyreskontrakt ska du betala en förmedlingsavgift på 625 kronor. Du kan välja 

att betala direkt på Mina sidor eller via inbetalningskort.  

Du som tecknar ett tidsbegränsat hyreskontrakt, behöver inte betala förmedlingsavgift. 



A.2. Simplified Text for the User Evaluation

Nyckelfraser i texten:  * vägen till bostad  

                           * en bostad genom oss  

                           * den tidpunkt du registrerar dig  

                           * din kötid från en kö som vi tar  

                           * 290 kr per år  

                           * kontakt med dig  

                           * dina övriga intresseanmälningar 
 

Vägen till bostad  
Här kan du steg för steg läsa om hur det går till att söka och få en bostad genom oss.  
 

Registrering  

Du behöver ställa dig i vår bostadskö för att söka och få en bostad genom oss.  

Din kötid räknas från den tidpunkt du registrerar dig. Du behöver själv aktivt registrera dig hos oss 

för att kunna tillgodoräkna dig din kötid från en kö som vi tar emot. Det är alltid den längsta 

kötiden som kommer att räknas om du står i flera köer som överförs till Bostadsförmedlingen.  

För att säkerställa att vi kan nå dig så fyll i telefonnummer och e-post under Uppgifter på Mina 

sidor så att vi kan komma i kontakt med dig.  
 

Köavgift  

Du får möjlighet att betala din köavgift direkt med bankkort eller med inbetalningskort när du har 

registrerat dig.  

Köavgiften är 290 kr per år. När vi har tagit emot din betalning kan du börja söka lediga bostäder. 

Du har 60 dagar på dig att betala avgiften från den dag du registrerade dig. Du förlorar din plats i 

kön och blir automatiskt avregistrerad om du inte betalar inom 60 dagar.  
 

Intresseanmälan  

Du behöver själv bevaka utbudet av lediga bostäder som publiceras på vår webb.  

Du behöver först logga in för att kunna anmäla intresse för den när du hittar en bostad som du vill 

ha. Din anmälan sorteras sedan i turordning efter din kötid. Det är din placering i kön som avgör 

om du går vidare till nästa steg.  
 

Visning  

Du blir, i de fall visning erbjuds, inbjuden till en visning av bostaden om du är en av dem med längst 

kötid när publiceringstiden har gått ut.  

Du behöver inom ett dygn lämna ditt svar på Mina sidor om du kan komma eller inte när du har 

fått visningsinbjudan. Det är viktigt att du går på visningen för att kunna ta ställning till och du vill 

tacka ja eller nej till bostaden i de fall visning erbjuds. Uteblivet svar betyder ett nej. Du tas då bort 

ur förmedlingsprocessen.  

Vissa hyresvärdar har som kriterium att personen som lämnas som hyresgästförslag har varit på 

visningen. Det framgår i inbjudan om det finns ett kriterium på att närvara vid visningen. Du kan 

välja att vara kvar i förmedlingsprocessen utan att gå på visningen för de bostäder där hyresvärden 

inte har som kriterium att du går på visningen. Du behöver ett dygn efter visningstiden bekräfta att 

du vill ha bostaden trots att du inte varit på visningen. Det gör du på Mina sidor.  
 

Om du svarar ja  

Du är bunden vid ditt svar om du svarar ja och hamnar är först i kön till en bostad.  
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Blir du först i kön på flera bostäder samtidigt kontaktar vi dig och du behöver då välja vilken bostad  

du vill ha. Därefter tas dina övriga intresseanmälningar bort.  

Om svarat ja och hamnat på första plats men sedan ändrar dig, inte går att nå eller inte återkopplar 

inom angiven tidsram, kommer du att tas bort från den aktuella bostaden. Du kommer också att 

spärras under 6 månader.  
 

Om du svarar nej  

Du tas bort från förmedlingsprocessen om du svarar nej till en bostad efter visning. Att svara nej 

påverkar inte din kötid eller dina övriga intresseanmälningar.  
 

Avtal  

Vi lämnar över dina uppgifter som ett hyresgästförslag till hyresvärden när vi har kontrollerat att du 

uppfyller hyresvärdens kriterier. Hyresvärden gör sedan det slutgiltiga godkännandet. Hyresvärden 

tar kontakt med dig för att teckna hyreskontrakt.  

Din kötid i vår bostadskö nollställs från det datum då du tillträder din nya bostad. Undantag är 

hyreskontrakt för studentbostäder och korttidskontrakt, då behåller du din kötid.  
 

Förmedlingsavgift  

Du betala behöver en förmedlingsavgift, när ditt hyreskontrakt är påskrivet.  

Du ska betala en förmedlingsavgift på 625 kronor när du skrivit på ditt hyreskontrakt. Du kan välja 

att betala direkt på Mina sidor eller via inbetalningskort. 

Du som tecknar ett tidsbegränsat hyreskontrakt, behöver inte betala förmedlingsavgift.



A.3. Reading Comprehension Test for the User Evaluation

Följdfrågor UBF 
 
 

1.   Du vill ställa dig i bostadskön. Vad behöver du göra? 
 

□ Bevaka utbudet och börja söka lediga bostäder.  

□ Fylla i telefonnummer och e-post på Mina sidor.  

□ Tillgodoräkna din kötid från flera köer.  

□ Registrera dig och betala köavgiften.  

 

2.   Du har fått en inbjudan till att gå på visning. Behöver du gå på visningen för att behålla 
      dina ködagar? 
  

□ Ja, annars tas du bort ur förmedlingsprocessen.  

□ Ja, men bara om du är den med längst kötid.  

□ Kanske, det beror på hyresvärdens kriterium.  

□ Nej, du kan alltid själv välja det.  

 

3.   Vilket av följande alternativ nollställer dina ködagar? 
 

 □ Du har fått tillträde till din nya bostad. 

 □ Du har fått tillträde till en studentbostad. 

 □ Du står i flera bostadsköer.   

 □ Du registrerade dig för en månad sen och du betalade köavgiften först idag. 

 

4.   Vad avgör främst om du blir erbjuden en bostad? 
 

□ Du har gjort många intresseanmälningar.  

□ Du har betalat förmedlingsavgiften.  

□ Du är den som tidigast anmälde intresse för bostaden.  

□ Du har anmält intresse för bostaden och du är den med längst kötid.  

 

5.   Vad händer om du tackar nej till en bostad? 
 

□ Det kan påverka din kötid. 
□ Du tas bort från förmedlingsprocessen för den bostaden.  

□ Du riskerar att förlora dina övriga intresseanmälningar.  

□ Du behöver betala en förmedlingsavgift på 625 kronor.  
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